Research activities of the university

Széchenyi István University - in accordance with its traditions - currently carries out predominantly applied research. Particular attention is paid to research activities that are multidisciplinary and fall within a scientific field. In addition to these activities, interdisciplinary projects that lie within the periphery of the University’s fields of study and which include a social and economic aspect, dealing with critical problems, are also integrated into research endeavours.

The Vehicle Industry Research Centre (JKK) was established as the result of a project. The Research Centre focuses on research fields in the automotive industry, electronics, logistics and transport infrastructure, and cooperates in joint research tasks with companies. [http://jkk.sze.hu/](http://jkk.sze.hu/)

The scientific papers and studies of researchers at Széchenyi István University are published in the scientific journals Acta Technica Jaurinensis and Hungarian Electronic Journal of Sciences which present the results of research conducted at the university. This allows the possibility of a quick, refereed electronic publishing forum available at both national and international levels and which boosts the quantity and quality of the publication activities of the university.

For more information: [http://uni.sze.hu](http://uni.sze.hu), [http://journal.sze.hu/](http://journal.sze.hu/), [http://hej.sze.hu](http://hej.sze.hu/)
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